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ABSTRACT 

About 45 .000 interactions of antiprotons of kinetic energy between 

57 and 170 MeV have been measured in a deuterium bubble chamber . 

Total and annihilation cross-sections have been determined at 9 va

lues of the antiproton energy together with the differential cross

section dO/dt for scattering events . In spite of the peculiar beha

viour of the deuteron target at these low energies a reliable mea

sure of the antiproton- neutron annihilation cross section has been 

obtained . 
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1. - INTRODUCTION 

In this paper are presented the results of a high statistics study of the gene

ral features of the interactions of antiprotons in deuterium in the laboratory mamen 

tum r~nge 300 to 600 MeV/c . This is part of a systematic study of the antiproton nu

cleon interaction at these energies, the results obtained in hydrogen having already 

been published (1,2,J). This further investigation is an attempt to extract informa

tions on the pn interaction in order to detect the influence of the I-sp~n on the NN 

interaction, the pn system being pure I;1 while the pp is a mixture of I~1 and I=O. 

Th~ interest in the study of the NN interactions in this energy range can be at 

tribut~a to two main motives. First, the attempt to understand the low energy pp in 

teracti n. Ball and Chew (4) have first shown that the real part of the pp potential 

can be obtained from the pp potential by changing the sign of the terms corresponllng 

to odd G-parity exchanges. No theoretical predictions however exist for the interac-

tion rp'ponsible for annihilation which has to be added on purely phenomenological 

(incoming wave only) groun r 

at a t. 

latiOl 

This can be done either by imposing a boundary condition 

n pp sepa~ation or by adding a suitable imaginary potential. Various calcu

lave been done along these lines, using more refined pp potentials and tak-

ing ~dvantage of the improved experimental data to better fit the annihilation inte

raction (5). The most recent and most successfull in reproducing the pp cross sections 

is the one by Bryan and Phillips (6) which makes use of the Bryan and Scott C) pp 

potential and represents annihilation by means of an imaginary potential of the Sax

on-Wood type, fitted to the experimental data. In this and most of the previous cal

culations the annihilation is assumed to have no spin or I-spin dependence. The real 

part of the potential however gives rise to a difference in the predicted pp and pn 

annihilation cross sections which is interesting to check experimentally. 

A ~econd :wtive of interest comes from the possible existence of a meson of mass 

19:-')-1 ?I)O MeV/c 2 which could possibly be formed in NN interaction (S-meson). AltlDugh 

the detection of such a meson might be easier via the study of particular final sta

tes (6), the knowledge of the energy behaviour of the total cross sections is a ne

cessalJT starting point for this search. The relevance of part of the data presented 

in this work on the problem of S-meson formation has been discussed in a previous p~ 

per C). 
The fact that the pn interaction has to be studied on deuteron targets poses pr~ 

blems of interpretation since the usual Glauber theory of deuteron intera:tion has 

been constructed for high incident energies and its application at these low energies 

might be questionable. On the other hand the present data give informati·::ms which 

might be useful for a better understanding of the behaviour at low energy of the deu

teron target. No attempt in this direction is however made in this article. 

In the next section our experimental procedure will be discussed. In sect . 3 '.'le 

give ~he deuteron cross sections. In sect. 4 the spectrum of the "spectator" protons 

and in sect. 5 the ratio of pp to pn annihilation cross sections are discussed. In 
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sect . 6, after comparing present results with those obtained in Hz, an estimate of 

the pn annihilation cross section is given. The scattering is discussed in sect . 7. 

The data presented in this work are in general agreement with the previous data. 

of comparable statistical accuracy, obtained by Burrows et al. CO) ·:m the pd cross 

sections in this same momentum range , 

2 . - EXPERIMENTAL PRO GEDURE 

i) Beam and exposure, The film was obtained by exposing the 81 em Saclay deu

terium- filled bubble chamber to a separated antiproton beam from the CERN P.S . Three 

exposures (in the following called I , II, III) have been made at beam momenta of 620, 

670 and 715 MeVlc respectively (see tab . I). A Gu moderator of 4 . 5 glcm' was placed 

in front of the beam entrance window of the bubble chamber . A fourth exposure (expo

sure 0) with a beam momentum of 620 MeV/c and the moderator thickness inc r eased to 

13 . 5 g/cm2 of Gu was also made. The antiprotons then stopped about in the center of 

the chamber and this last exposure was used for beam calibration purposes . 

ii) Scanning . The film was scanned for all the p interactions . The very small 

meson contamination in the beam was readily distinguishable because of the smaller 

ionization and the larger radius of curvature (due to the smaller energy losses in 

the absorber). Since the beam energy is always below the threshold for pi on produc 

tion the interactions were classified into two groups: 

a) scatterings (with or without deuteron breakup): the antiproton reemerge s 

from the interaction and a recoil (deuteron or proton) is sometimee visible . 

b) annihilations : the antiproton disappears and an even (including zero) or odd 

nwnber of charged mesons is produced together with a neutron or a proton respectiv2: 

ly . In 58% of cases the proton is too slow to give rise to a visible track. 

Because of the low velocity of the incident a ntiprotons these two types of re

actions are readily distinguishable by visual inspection. The scanning efficiency 

for the annihilation events was found by double scanning on a fraction of the film 

to be 99% . For the scattering events it depends on the scattering angle as it will 

be discussed in sect . 3 . 

In the O- prong events are included also the final states nnn which can not be 

distinguished from the annihilations into neutral mesons. 

iii) Measurements . The evp.nts have been measured on i mage plane digitizers with 

a measuring precision of ~ 0 .1 mm in the bubble chamber apace. All the tracks of the 

scattering events have been measured . For the annihilation events only the interac

tion point and the incident antiproton track have been measured . Furthermore even 

pronged events have been inspected to detect the possible presence of a proton. All 

the protons stopping in the chamber have been measured. In half of the film all the 

tracks which by visual ionization estimate appeared to be protons have been measured 

21~ 
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even if they were leaving the chamber. 

To determine the total track length scanned the non-in~racting tracks have been 

measured every tenth picture. 

Both the events and the non-interacting tracks were reconstructed in space by 

the CERN program THRESH . The events which failed geometrical reconstruction were re

measured twice. Events still failing after the third measurement were only about 1%. 

iv) Selection of the events. A fiducial volume of interaction has been defined 

by an entrance and an exit fiducial plane . The position of these planes is shown in 

Fig. 1. The entrance fiducial plane is choosen in such a way as to ensure at least 6 

em of illuminated p track before the interaction. The exit fiducial plane is choosen 

in such a way as to guarantee a good measurability of the interaction products andit 

is slightly inclined in the lowest energy exposure due to the larger bending of the 

beam tracks. The primary tracks were also requested to cross the entrance fiducial 

plane inside a beam area about 9x13 cm2 and within a given cone (~.05 steradiants) 

about the average beam direction. These cuts have been choosen in such a way as to 

guarantee that the antiproton tracks enter the chamber by going through the beam en

trance window and that they stay well inside the illuminated region of the chamber up 

to the exit fiducial plane. In this way antiprotons undergoing a nuclear scattering 

in the absorber are also eliminated. Furthermore the primary tracks have been extra

polated back to the plane AA (see Fig. 1) where the copper moderator was placed in oE 

der to check that t~ had crossed this plane going through a constant thickness ofCu 

without hitting the mechanical supports of the moderator. 

These cuts eliminated a percentage of events varying from 44% in exposure I to 

25% in exposure III (see Tab. I). The same cuts were applied to the non-interacting 

tracks. 

v) Energy scale and resolution. The average momentum of the p at the entrance 

of the fiducial region is determined from radius of curvature measurements on the 

non- interacting tracks surviving the above described selections. The momentum distri 

but ion for the tracks from exposure II is shown as an example in Fig. 2 . It is very 

nearly gaussian, with no detectable tails, and allows a measurement of the average 

beam momentum to an accuracy limited by the systematic errors in the radius of curva 

ture measurements, estimated to be less than 1%. 

The observed r.m.s. spread of the above distribution is ~12 MeV/c and it is mo

stly due to multiple scattering, which contributes at this energy about ± 10 MeV/c . 

The true momentum spread of the beam can instead be determined from the track 

length distribution of the annihilating antiprotons from exposure 0, shown in Fig. 3. 

The average range is 22 em with an r.m . s. spread of about ± 4 em of liquid deuteriun 

corresponding to ~p/p = 0.8% at the bending magnet (620 MeV/c). The same ~p/p can be 

assumed for the beam settings of the II and III exposure and the corresponding values 

of the uncertainty in the residual range are ±5 and ~ 6 em of liquid deuterium. 

2 1 ~ 
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Since the momentum spread of the beam is smaller than the multiple scattering eE 

ror on individual radius of curvature measurements , we shall attribute to each inte

racting p the average momentum as deduced from the beam value a t the entrance and its 

path length in the chamber . 

The density of the liquid deuterium was determined by muon range measurements on 

180 ~ -~ decays to be O.137± 0 .001. The average value of the range of the stopping an

tiprotons in exposure 0 computed from the measured curvature using the above density 

agrees with the measured value. 

3. - GROSS-SECTIONS 

Before computing cross-sections the measured number of events has been corrected 

for various losses, The annihilation events had a 1% correction for scanning losses 

and a further correction of 2 . 5% because of losses of events in the geometrical reco~ 

struction program (1%) , losses in bookeeping (0.5%) and events not measurable for va 

rious reasons (1%). 

The scattering events had this same 2 . 5% loss. The scanning efficiency for those 

events depends strongly on the scattering angle. To avoid large and uncertain effi

ciency corrections we have retained only events with a p scattering angle larger than 

7° in space. The scannine efficip.nr.y for these events was found by double scanning to 

be 98%. 

Two further corrections have then be applied to obtain the true number of scat

tering events : 

i) there is a loss of events when the plane containing the incident and scatteE 

ed p tracks makes an angle near 90° with the chamber window. The azimuthal distribu~ 

tion of the scattered antiproton about the incident track (which should be isotropic 

for unbiased events) shows that this loss amounts to about 5% of the events. 

ii) the number of nuclear sca~rings at angles smaller than 7° has been estimat 
00 

ed by extrapolating to t=O the differential cross-section dt (see sect. 7) . Due to 

the rapid decrease of ~~ with t, this correction is quite large varying from 10% to 

18% with increasing energy. This introduces an uncertainty of about 2,% in the scatter 

ing cross- section. 

The events have then been grouped according to the p range in deuterium after 

the fiducial entrance plane. Intervals of 16 em of liquid deuterium have been used 

giving a total of nine (three for each exposure). The number of events in each inter 

val has then been used to compute the cross section: 

a = n 
NL 

n = number of events corrected for the various losses 
N number of atoms/cm' in the chamber liquid 
L = total length of track crossing the interval 

2 '~ 

l~ 
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In this way we have obtained the total scattering and inelastic (annihilation 

and charge exchange) cross sections as and 0i as given in Table II and in Fig . 4, 

where the results of ref. CO) are also shown for comparison. 

The average energy for each cross section point has been given as the average 

beam energy at the center of the interval . The energy distribution inside each in

terval is obtained by folding the gaussian beam distribution with the finite size 

of the range interval . Three examples are shown on the abscissa axis of Fig . 4 . In 

Tabl e II the half width at half height of these energy interval are given. 

80% of the events are within these limits . 

About 

4 . - ANNIHILATIONS WITH A PROTON OR A NEUTRON IN THE FINAL STATE AND BEHAVIOUR OF 

THE SPECTATOR PROTON 

To obtain informations on the antiproton - neutron annihilation cross-sections 

we must identify the events where a proton is emitted together with an odd number of' 

cha r ged pions . Certainly all the odd pronged events belong to this cathegory, the 

emi tted proton being in this case too slow to give a visible track. As for the even 

pronged events , they can certainly be attributed to pn annihilations if a positive 

track stops without decay in the chamber . The even pronged annihilations without a 

a stopping proton have been scanned in one half' of the film and whenever a track was 

found which by ionization and curvature appeared to be a proton , it was measured as 

such . 

The resulting proton spectrum for momenta above 120 MeV/c is shown in Fig . 5.a 

and compared with the expected distribution from the Hamada - Johnston ( 1) wave function 

norma.lized to the number of events below 120 MeV/c. It is apparent an excess of high 

momentum protons, this effect being of the same magnitude as observed in other anni

hilation experiments C2- 17). With the same cut at P> 120 MeV/c, in Fig. 5 .b,c are also 

shown the distributions of the components of the proton momentum transverse (pt ) and 

parallel (Pe) to the beam direction. Both show the same excess of energetic protons. 

The distribution of Pe shows also a preference of the fast protons for the fornard 

hemisphere. 

From this data the percentage of protons leaving the chamber is (17±2)%. The 

error is not statistical but rather an estimate of the possible losses or misidenti

fications of energetic protons. It corresponds to a 100% uncertainty on the number 

of protons with momentum bigger than 700 MeV/c (corresponding to an ionization of 3 

times the minimum). The number of protons leaving the chamber has also been estirr:at

ed by a Montecarlo assuming the proton momentwn spectrum to be the same as measured 

at rest in a large bubble chamber (18), the result being then 17 . 5%, in agreement with 

the direct estimate. 

With these corrections we can compute the annihilation cross-sections with the 

') I" .. . 

, .. 
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production of an odd (a. ) or even (a. ) number of charged mesons as given in Table 
1,n 1,p 

II . The cross sections for annihilation into charged prongs (Oi, 2+4+6) and for zero

prong events (0 . ) have been given separately since to this last cross-section there 
',0 

is an important contribution of the charge exchange react ion which will be discussed 

in the section 6. The cross - sections for annihilations into different number of charg 

ed mesons (1 to 6) are given in Table III . In the last row of tables II and III the 

relative frequencies of different annihilation channels for antiprotons a t res t are 

a lso given . These data are obtained from exposure 0 considering the p tracks longer 

than 16 em (see Fig . 3) . 

The r at ios of the in fligth topological cross - sections do not show significant 

variations in this energy interval and (except for the zero-prong events ) are not dif 

ferent from those obtained at rest . The frequency r atios of the even pronged events 

agree also with those obtained from pp annihilations. 

5. - RATIO OF pp TO pn ANNIHILATION CROSS-SECTIONS 

The data obt ained in the previous section could be interpre t ed in the framework 
- -

of the i mpulse model as r epresentative of pn or pp annihilations accor ding to the pr~ 

sence in the final state of a "spectator" proton or neutron respectively . Some consi

deration, however, has to be gi ven to the f ac t t hat annihilation occurs on a deuteron . 

The first effect to consider is the possibility of scattering (including charge 

exchange) of the antinucleon before annihilation . The pd system is a state of definite 

I - spin , I = 1/2, 13 = - 1/2 . With the sole assumption that the annihilation reaction 

produces a meson cloud of I-spin not greater then 1 plus a nucleon, charge indepen

dence implies that the cross - section for annihilation with a proton in the final state 

is proportional t o IA1j2 and with a neutron to 1/2( jA1j2+I.Ao [2 ) independent of the 

possible complexit ies of the initial state interaction (A
"

o indicates the annihila

tion amplitude to produce a meson cloud of I - spin 1 or 0) . 

The final state interaction could, in principle, alter the neutron-proton r atio 

of the out going nucleons via charge exchange rescattering of the pi ons produced i n 

t he annihilation on the spectator nucleon according to the reactions 

+ 
tr n t}. tr"J P 

tr'ln4trp 

which can proceed in both ways, to change a neutron into proton or viceversa . 

Since the average charged annihilation multiplicities do not change in going 

from rest to our ener gies J the existing data for pp and pn annihilations at rest('J 
1 5.19,20) have been used to estimate the aver age number <ID of 1f which can give the 

char ge exchange rescattering. These numbers a r e summarized in Table IV . The l as t 

21 
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column of this table takes into account the fact that 45% of pd annihilations are on 

neutrons and 55% on protons . These data show an almost complete cornpensa~ion between 

charge exchange reactions transforming pinto nand viceversa: the effec:ive number 

of pions to transform a neutron into a proton is only -2.0-1.8 ~ 0.2 per annihilation, 

with an uncertainty ..... 100%. Furthermore the charge exchange cross section averaged over 

the pion spectrwn is "-'30 rob i.e. quite smaller that 4Jr / <r -2 > ~ 450 mb (r being the two 

nucleon separation in the deuteron) and therefore this rescattering effect is not ex

pected to be significant within the accuracy of the data . 

It can then be concluded that the simple ratio of the events with an outgoing 

proton to those with a neutron is indeed a good measure of the ratio of pn to pp an

nihilation cross-sections. 

This information is summarized in the last three columns of Table III. The ratio 

of the pn to pp inelastic cross-sections has been computed including (R') or excluding 

(R ") from this last cross-section the contribution of the zero prong events . Since 

these events contain both charge-exchanges and annihilations into neutral mesons the 

true ratio R of the annihilation cross-sections is in between R ' and RI!. The best es

timate of R is given in the last column of Table III and it is obtained assuming the 

annihilation into neutral mesons to represent 4.7~ of the annihilation into 

charged prongs (see 

lAo 1'- 1.5 lA, I') 
next section). The va lue of R is about 0 .8 (corresfonding 

and does not show significant variations with energy. At 

we have R = 0 .81!0.03 · 

to 
rest 

The l!Ieasured R is lower than the value 0.9 predicted by the calculations of Bryan 

and Phillips (6) for the static aBE (one boson exchange) potential (the non static 

case predicts sligttly larger values). This discrepancy does not imply a failure of 
- -

the model since tte difference in the predicted pp and pn annihilation cross-sec-

tions is due to the real part of the potential and it depends largely on the aBE terms 

of shorter range than the one pion exchange which are certainly less known. 1.:ore io

portant, the effective role of these terms is influenced by the assumed shape of the 

tail of the imaginary potential and the discrepancy might probably be cured by small 

adjustements of this phenomenological ingredient. 

6. - COMPARISON WITH THE RESULTS IN HYDROGEN AND THE pn ANNIHILATION CROSS SECTIO:; 

In Fig. 6 the cross-sections for pp annihilation into charged prongs and for 

O-prong events as obtained from this experiment are compared with the results obtain 

ed in hydrogen (1). It is apparent that the annihilation cross-section does not change 

in going from H2 to D2 "lhile there is a significant reduction of the zero prong cross

section. This fact deserves some discussion. 

0- prong. From the observation of n stars Bizzarri et al. (3) have estimated 

the charge exchange to represent 75% of Go in pp interactions in this same energy 

range. This estimate required a guess of the up annihilation cross section which was 

') 1 . .... . 
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based on very preliminary results on the charge conjugate reaction pn from this exp~ 

riment . 

The present result confirms that guess and increases our confidence on the esti

mate of ref 0 ' e) . We can therefore safely assume that in pp interactions the annihi

lation into neutrals represents ""25% of the O-prong cross-section i . e . """4.7% of th.e 

annihilation cross- section into charged prongs . 

The reduction in the O-prong cross - section can therefore be attributed to the 

charge exchange reaction pd~nnn and accounted for by the Pauli principle, due to the 

small average momentum transfered to the neutron. The importance of this effect has 

been estimated by assuming the charge exchange to be dominated by the non spin-flip 

( 3 ) amplitude and multiplying the charge exchange angular distributions of ref . by 

the appropriate deuteron weight factors ~ 1 ) . The resulting reduction in the cross - s~ 

ction is 5 . 2±0 .8 mb at 100 MeV and 3 .1 ±O . 6 mb at 150 MeV in agreement with the obser 

ved effect. 

Annihilation cross - section . The fact that the pp annihilation cross - section as 

measured in deuterium is not different from the cross - section measured in hydrogenfu 

somehow surprising . In the framework of the Glauber theory of high energy int er actions 

in deuterium e~ one would have expected a cross - section defect of 15 ~ 20 mb on the 

pp annihilat~on cross- section. A fit of the experimental data with a smooth curve (ar 
the type 0 a:: 1/p) indicates on the contrary an average defect of ...... (1 ~ 2) mb (with 

the exception perhaps of the lowest ener gy point) • 

The fai:ure of the Glauber theory at these low energies migth be not surprisin& 

But , even in the absence of a satisfactory treatment of the multiple scattering cor

rections, we can make use of the fact, discussed in the previous sect i on, that they 

should not alter the ratio R of pn to pp annihilation corss-secti ons . The absence of 

a cross - section defect in pp annihilation can therefore be taken as a strong indica

tion that the measured u. is a good estimate of the cross - section on free neutrons . l,n 
This cr oss- section is shown in Fig . 7 compared with the prediction of Bryan and Phil-

lips (6). The theoretical prediction is somewhat higher than t he experiment al points 

as discussed in the previous section . 

The neu~ron target, being bound, is not stationary and the me£sured cross-sections 

are averaged over the target momentum in the deuteron : 

where v(p,q) is the relative velocity of an incident particle of momentum p on a nu

cleon of momentum q,o(p,q) is the cross- section in this configuration and ¢ (q) is 

the deuteron wave function in momentum space. Since the cross-sections vary nearly as 

1/v, this energy dependence cancels with the flux factor and one has simply <0> =o(p) . 

If the annihilation cross-section however had rapid variations with energy , the 

deuteron structure would cause a loss of energy resolution, which can be estimated to 

2 i ~ 
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be 

The value of /<q2> on the whole deuteron wave function is -150 MeV/c, thus giv -

ing ~E2 ~ 0.43 Gev2 at p = 0.5 GeV/e corresponding to a r . m.s. uncertainty on the 
C .m. S . 

incident momentum ~p ~ 60 MeV/c. For the pn annihilation cross-section a good impro -

vement can be obtained selecting those events with an unseen spectator proton. This 

reduces.r;;r; to ...... SO MeV/e giving, always at p = 500 MeV/c, b.E2 ~ 0 .1 5 GeV
2 

and C. m.S. 
b.p ~ 20 MeV/c . The cross - section obtained from these events is shown in the last co-

lumn of Table II. These data have been used in ref. (9) to discuss the possible re

sonance formation at these energies. 

A qualitatively correct phenomenological description of the NN annihilation can 

be obtained by imposing a boundary condition of only incoming waves at the surface 

of a sphere of radius RN0 This predicts an annihilation cross section an = rr(Rn+~)2 

which fits the data with R = .77~.01 fm. For comparison the pp inelastic cross - sec-
n 

tion (including O-prong) requires R = 1 . 05~ .01 fm. 
p 

7, - SCATTERING 

13600 scattering events are present in our sample, 46% of them had a measurabl e 

recoil track (proton or deuteron). The events have been fitted with the CERN kinema

tic program GRIND to the two hypotheses of elastic (pd~pd) and inelastic (pd~ppn) 

scattering. Due to the small average momentum transfer in the reaction, for most of 

the events the fit is unable to discriminate the two hypotheses: 26% of the events 

fit only the ppn and 7% only the pd final states, while the remaining 67% fit both 

hypotheses. 

The angular distribution of the measurable ~oils with respect to the p beam is 

shown in Fig. 8. The qualitative features of this distribution are those expected for 

a scattering on the positive particle: the kinematical limit is at 90° in the labora

tory, recoils near 90° have too Iowan energy- to give a visible t r ack and the forward 

region is very little populated due to the decrease of the cross section with momen

tum transfer. However one would have expected also an isotropic component in this d! 
stribution due to the spectator protons from the pn scattering . The absence of this 

isotropic component indicates that most of the events are either elastic or multiple 

scatterings involving both nucleons. This is to be expected because the avera-e mo

mentum transfered in NN scattering is of "'-150 YleV/ c, comparable to the average monen

tum in the deuteron wave function. 

A separation of the events into scattering on neutrons and on protons is there

fore impossible. The only physically significant quantity which can be measured for 

each event is the four momentum transfer t of the antiproton whose numerical value 

for the kinematically ambiguous events is very nearly the same for the elastic or in 

? .' , 
"" I • 
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elast i c fits. The dU/dt thus obt ained ar8 shown in Table V a nd Fig. 9 , together with 

the optical points obtained from at' These cross-secti ons decrease with -t faster 

than the corresponding pp cross-sections. 

For -t ~ 0.025 {GeV/C)2 the cros s-sections behave very nearly like e -bltl . A 

fit with this formula has been performed, taking into account the opti cal pOint. The 

results are shown in Table VI together with the values of the corr esponding diffrac 

tion r adius R = 2/b . An antishrinkage of the diffraction peak is observed i n analogy 

with the results on pp scattering (2) . 

Assuming a t low momentum transfers the cro ss - section to be mostly elast ic, one 

could expect a slope b ~ ~ bd+bN, where b
d 

is the slope of the deuteron form factor 

(b
d 
~ 2 . 5 fro' ~ 62 ( GeV/ c)-')and bN the slope of the elast ic pN scattering which can 

b e t aken a s the aver age of the two slopes 

ly . As for the el astic antipr oton- proton 

whith Rp ~ 1 .03 fm. Assuming s i milarly bn 

band b on proton and neutron r espective 
p n -

scat tering it is known (') that b ~i;:(R +J..)' 
1 ( , p p 

~ -4 R +~) , with R = 0 . 77 fm, we obtain 
n n 

va lues of b quite near to the experimental ones. Because of the neglect of the mult! 

pIe scattering and deuteron br eak- up contributions this agreement is not very signi

ficant. A better understanding of the theory of interaction on deuterons at these)ow 

energi es would be necessary to extract from the data i nformations on the slope of the 

a ntiproton-neutron scattering. 

8 . - CONCLUSION 

This experiment cl early shows the difficulties of interpretation of deuteron 

cross- sections in terms of single nucleon ampli tudes at low energies, the most stril:!: 

ing effect being the very near equality of the pp annihilati on cross- sections measur 

ed in deuterium and in hydrogen . This lack of shadow i s most surprising since the NN 

scattering amplitude is s trongly peaked in the forward direc tion, thus producing lar 

ge interference effects between the two nucleons. In f act the scattering data show a 

cospicuous forward peak of di ffractive character whose slope decreases with i nc rea! 

ing energy . Furthermor e the angul a r distribution of the pos itive particles shows an 

a l mos t complete absence of It spectatorn protons, thus indicating the general partec,! 

pat ion of both target nuc l eons t o the int eraction . A complete analysis of the data 

and the extraction of informations on the pn scattering cross-section are ther ef ore 

hindered by the lack of an adequate theory . 

In spite of these difficulties with the deuteron structure, our data allow a re

liable measure of the pn a nnihilation cros s - secti on . This cr oss - section has a smooth 

decr ease with ener gy being over all our energy range equal to ~O% of the pp annihi

lation cross - section. 
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scanni ng and measuring staff . Mr. F . Beccari and Mr . V. Valente have contributed 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig . 1 - Or thogonal pr ojection of the ent rance and exit f i ducial planes for the I and 

II - I II exposures . The mean trajectories of the beam ar e dr awn for all the 

f our exposur es ; at the entrance f i duci al plane the average momenta are respe~ 

tively : 0) 34.0 MeV/c , I ) 4.59 MeV/c , I I ) 54.0 MeV/c , III) 601 MeV/c . The mecha-

nical support of the copper moderator is shown at left of the chamber toge

ther with the AA pl ane (see text) . 

Fig . 2 - Moment um distr ibution at the entrance fiducial regi on of 1421 non interact

ing tracks of exposure II as obtained from radius of curvature measurements . 

Fi g . 3 - Track length distribution of 4122 annihilating anti protons in the 0 exposure . 

Fig . 4 - Total (at), i nelastic (a.) and scattering (0 ) cross - secti ons VB . laboratory 
1 S 

kinetic ener gy and moment um . 0 R . D. Bur rows et al.eO) J • this work . Ener-

gy resoluti on curves for this experiment are shown on the abscissa axis. The 

results of the theoretical fit of ref . (6) on pp cross-sections, multi plied 

by 2 are shovm for refer ence . 

22;) 
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Fig. 5 - a) momentum spectrum of protons from pd annihilations (1698 events above 

120 MeV/c). The curve is the expected distribution from the Hamada-Johston 

(") wave function normalized to the events (3407) below 120 MeY/c . 

Fig. 6 -

b,c) Distribution of the momentum cooponents transverse (Pt ) and parallel 

(Pe) to the beam direction for the same protons . The curves refer to the 

Hamada-Johnston C1
) predictions with a cut at 120 MeV/c . 

Charged-prong annihi lation (0. 2+' 6) and zero- prong (a. ) cross - sections 
1, '++ J.,O 

VS. laboratory kinetic energy and mooentum in hydrogen (0 U. Amaldi et al . 

( ' )) and in deuteriun ( 0 R . D . Burrows et a l . C'), • this work) . 

Fig. 7 - Inelastic cross - sections 

drogen (a. -0 U. 
l,p 

Am9.ldi 

vs. laboratory 

et al. ( ' )) and 

kinetic energy and momentum in hy-

in deuterium (0. and 0. - . this 
l , p l,n 

work) . The curves are theoretical calculations by R.A. Bryan and R.J . N. Phil-

lips (6) . 

Fig . 8 - Distribution in the laboratory frame of the cosine of the fitted angle be

tween the beam and positive track for the 1743 scattering events of II ex

posure in which thi s positive track is visible . 

Fig. 9 - Di f f erential cross-sections da/dlt l for Itl~ 0 . 08 (GeY/c)' at the nine in

cident energies. At t~O the optical point is indicated . The first point pIo! 

ted at each energy is measured on a bin size variable with energy according 

to the minimum detectable scattering angle . The limits of this first bin are 

given below together with the number of events at each energy ~ For lower 

values the interval size is given : 

a) 57.4 MeV; 654- events; 0 . 0020 - 0 .0025· 

b) 79 .8 MeV; 952 events; 0 . 0020 - 0 .0025 . 

c) 98 . 1 MeV; 996 events; 0 . 0030 - 0 .0050 . 

d) 109 . 3 ll eY; 988 events; 0 .0030 - 0 .0050. 

e) 124- . 1 MeV j 1192 events; 0 .0040 - 0 . 0050 . 

f) 137 . 7 MeV; 1353 events; 0 . 0040 - 0 .0050 . 

g) 14-6 . 6 MeV; 1360 events . 

h) 158 .8 MeV; 1668 events . 

i) 170.5 MeV; 164-1 events. 

'>2, 
~ .L 



r A B L E 

E::rpO~urtI 0 1 , ) 

Entrance lltaentlllll "" 459 ... "" (MeV/c) 

Exit mOlllllnt um '" '.4!l ')2 
(MeV/c) 

Lell8th of tn-ok in 

fiducial VolUIIMI (Ke) 6.94 10.77 15.00 

Accepted 

inten-etton. 4122 9322 12149 16101 

~ rejected 67 44 ,. " 

TABLE II 

Cros~-ft"ctiO!UI (mb) 
Laboratory Laboratory " ~" . (proton 'p.!! kinetic incident l.p i,o 

"1 , 0 " i.2.1,.<06 e ~" "1-Cl t.p·"1,n • " ~"." e i n ctator not energy Top ,",ol>entwa Pp ·"1,2>1..6 i,n '.0 • , ., 
(WeV) (.IIeV/c) • .!aible) 

57 .... lJ . 2 JJ3 . "'. 15 .0 1.' 115 .8 ' .7 lJO .8 6. 1 110.0 ,.J "" .B B.J 125.1. ,.' J66.2 11.5 
"" 7 

J.4 

79 . 8 10 . 0 J95 . '6 . 15 .0 " J 11\ . 9 4.6 126.9 4.' 91.-.1.- 4. 1 221 . J 6 . ' 125 .1 4.J ~1'£' .4 8.4 5J .8 '.6 

"' .1 .., 440 . ro . 11. 6 " 0 11 1 . 9 C.l 12J.5 C.J 85 . 9 3.5 209 .4- ,.) 121 . 9 J.B JJ1.J 7 . 1 5O.J ' .) 
109 . J B.B "';6 . ro . 0 .7 ", 100 . 0 )., 10. 7 '" "., J . ' 196.6 ,.' 112 .1 ).7 JlO . 7 7. J 1.9.9 ' . J 

124-.1 B.l 4" . ". 12.10- ., 87 . 4 J.' 99 .8 J.5 75 . 5 '., 175 . ' 4.4 1\2 . 2 ).) 287 . 5 6. 1 44 .' ", 
lJ7.7 '" 527 . 16 . 11. 6 .B 85 . 5 ,., 97 . 1 ).1 75 . 7 ' .7 172 .8 )., 110 . 6 ) .0 283 .4 ,.4 43 . ' "7 

14.6.6 7.1 ",. 14. 12 . 1 ., 85 . 9 ).0 ,. .0 )., 76 . 9 ' .B 174 . 9 4.0 107 . 7 ) .0 282.6 '.4 43 .1 "7 

158 ;8 6 .7 56' . 13 . 13 . 2 .B 81.1 ' .6 94 . 3 ' .B 74 . 5 '., 168 . 8 )., 114 . 1 ' . 7 282.9 4. . 8 42.8 ,,6 

170 . 5 6 •• 591 . 12 . 11.2 .7 83 . 5 ,., 94. 7 '.6 68.1 ,., 162 . 8 J.l 109.0 '., 271.8 4.' J7 . 8 1 .• 

0 0 0 .029 0.003 0 . 522 0 .015 0 . 551 0.015 0.449 0 .014 1.0 - - 0 . 272 0 ."" 



TABLE III 

La.bora.tory La.boratory Croaa-~aotiona (mb) 
o. 0 0 

R ' .. ~ RH.~ R~~ k1nat1o incident " i,p "1,2">4+6 
ene':!V)T, l1>O"",ntum Pi! 0 , 0, 0 , o. 0, 0, '" 

(MeV/e) 

57 . 1,. 13 .2 .n, . "'. 16 .0 '-7 5, . 2 3.' 70 .' 3. ' 56 ., 3.7 23 .3 ,. , ,.' '-, ... , .056 .,,, .065 ... , .05/l 

79.8 10 .0 395 . ". 16 .0 '-, 47 .9 ,., 56., 3.0 57 .6 3. ' 21.5 '-7 ' .4 '-, .744 .<>42 .844 .04, . 781 .045 

".' 8.5 440 . 20. 14 . 2 '-3 46.3 ' . 3 48 .3 2.5 59 .8 ' .8 22 .6 '-, , .8 '-0 .696 .037 .768 .04' .730 .039 

109.' 8.8 46' . 20 . 11. 9 '-, 46 . , ,., 52 .9 '.6 49 . 2 ,., 19 .2 '- , 4.' .8 .747 .ru.n .849 .047 .783 .04' 

124.1 8.' 498 . ". 11.4 '-0 " . 3 '-8 45 .3 ,. , 44.4 ,., 18.6 '-3 3.8 .8 .756 .039 .864 .045 .794 .0'" 

137.7 7-5 527. ". , .8 ., 35.5 '-, 46. 3 ' .0 4'< . , '.0 19.1 L2 ,., .8 .780 .037 .885 .042 .818 .037 

14.6.6 7.' ",. '4. 11.3 ., 39.1 L7 48 . 0 ,. , 41.6 ' .0 17 .6 L2 ,.' .8 .785 .038 .895 .04' .823 .039 

158 .8 6.7 56,. ". 12 .0 ., 33 .6 '-4 43 .5 '-8 4,L5 ' .8 18.6 '-, 3.6 ., 
. "" .034- .919 .04' .82<) .037 

170 .5 6.4 591- " . 8.7 .7 " .7 '- 3 42 .7 '-7 4'< . , '-7 16.1 '-0 ,.) .7 .71 9 .O}O .816 .035 .755 .031 

0 0 ".068 0 .005 0 .239 0 .006 0.2(£1 0.010 0.as1 0.010 0.119 "mr "'" 0.00. - - 0.815 0.034 

TABLE IV 

AnnihilB. tion 
CharS& of 11" <~ in pN <0> in P<i 

channel 

-

" . '-, 0., 

" 
, '-, '-, 

-,. , ' .0 0., 

-eo - ,., 0" 

2 2 ~ 



TABLE V 

* ! to * lOb!(GeV!C) " 

~ -t MeV 57 .4. 79 .8 96 .J 109.' 124.1 1'7 . 7 146.6 158.8 1]'0 . 5 

(C-eV!c)" 

optical poi nt 6838 .., 6(120 , .. 5583 '" 4'125 '" 4 2 17 ". 4083 155 3'180 15' 4 0 68 '" 3746 "' 1I , 1J 000-,0025 5883 1470 • 548 3 1197' 
:! 0025-,o0 50 6628 '" 38~ 1 ... 4322 5 01' 361 1 ., .. 3 930 '" 2351 .. ' 
,0 050-,0015 4569 ,,, 336 8 ... 34'1'1 '" 334 0 ,,, 3212 m 27'15 '" 21i!3 m 2589 '" 25 13 '" ;0075-,0100 4072 5J6 3377 .. , 3351 38' 2856 "1 2 8 44 '" 3018 , .. 27 8 8 '" 2902 '" 2841 '" ; 0 100-,01 25 33'12 ... 4148 .,5 2189 '" Z101 JJO 2117 '" 24 21 '" 268 5 ". 2741 251 2 0 11 ZOO 
, 0 125-,0150 2961 '50 31 ~1 '" 2408 J25 2562 'I' 2153 '" 1803 '" 2164 '" 2153 ... 1893 "I 
;0150-,0175 3189 "5 2344 '" 2120 JOJ 2107 ". 1969 251 2044 '" 1656 '" 20 6 4 '1, 21 3) Zl2 
; 0 175-,0200 2183 381 2216 JJD 2321 'I' 1508 ", 1762 2J6 1119 22J 1388 189 160 6 180 1658 1" 
, 0200-,0225 1634 m 2} 06 Jl5 2084 m 1684 m 13 46 '06 }190 '" 1841 'I' 16 60 ... 1606 183 
.0225-,0250 1176 '" 1'154 ,oJ 1649 '" li85 'I' 1492 'I' 1234 I" 1323 I" 1561 185 128. 163 
;0250-,0275 1372 301 1417 '" 1513 '" 1134 ZOO 1142 188 1252 185 IlIIO 188 1488 1'1 137 9 168 
,0275-,0300 1634 '" 1468 261 1542 ". 1501 ". 1041 110 1137 m '" 156 1043 151 1332 165 
.0300-.0325 2026 '66 1697 '" 1575 Z55 dll6 'II 1343 '" 1130 m 12911 180 10a4 153 1059 I" 
.0325-.0350 1438 '" 11 ~7 '" 1160 'I' 1226 'I' llZ4 185 1280 185 .. , ISS 1248 I" 1119 151 
;0350-.0315 '1' ,., 123 8 ," 1234 m 131 165 1231 }OJ 1065 168 1009 158 987 145 706 ". 
;0375-.0 4 00 .. , Z5J 11 5 1 ,,' "1 188 "1 101 '" 161 1034 165 '" 1" .. , 145 ,,' "' ;0400-.0425 588 1" 1238 '" 1271 '" 844 no m .. , ,.. In 6lJ 122 ." '" 10 0 ". 
• 0425-.0450 65' '" 1055 ," '" .. , ". 116 '" 133 ." I" 152 135 '" 11 • 651 ". 
.0450-.0475 10' 11, 55, 15' ." I" ," I" '" 1" 761 141 150 135 .01 }3, 61' 115 
;0475-.0500 ." '" .. , ," no 110 ,., 1 .. "I 148 m 138 652 125 ." 135 61' 115 
;0500-,0525 '" 160 '" 189 .., lS' I" 151 536 '" '83 .,. 

'" " '" 127 611 115 
; 0525-.0550 '" 185 ". 1" ... 12. 550 "2 622 }3, 649 130 "5 10~ 542 106 sat 101 
:0550-.0575 261 130 .sa 1·5 '10 '" '" 116 385 10' .., I" 556 '" .18 " 52' 101 
;0575-.0600 65 65 .lZ 131 533 1 .. '56 " '" .. , '" 110 JJ5 89 '10 80 ... " ;0600-.0625 1 .. 113 .. , '" '" 12' 256 " J85 101 '" 110 '01 .. J5l 85 329 80 
; 0625-.0650 "1 130 '" 112 .., '" '" 116 ... 115 '" 100 '" " m " ,ao " .0650-.0615 65 65 ,2} 121 ". '" 183 " ... 115 '" " JJ5 so 517 IOJ 290 " .0675-.0100 130 " 321 121 ,OS .. '56 1" 5JJ 126 <OJ "' 311 86 '" 11 '" " . 0700-.0125 65 65 1" " '10 '" '" 121 '" so '" ,j 215 n '" 65 252 " ;0725-.0150 1" 113 ". 10' "5 .. 256 " m OJ ". 100 215 n I" " ,OS " ; 0750-.0115 130 " 183 .. 123 n I" " '" " '" " 215 " 2" 65 1" 61 
; 0775·.0800 65 65 .. .. 123 n I" " J55 102 m ., 101 " '10 

., 21 ' " .0800·.01100 81 " 1" 36 lJJ 36 14. 36 m 36 m " 20J " 258 " "' " • 0900· , 1000 , " 28 153 j • 119 33 lJJ 31 136 " '" 31 186 31 lJ' " ;1000-.1100 , " " 61 25 .. " " 23 1" " OJ 22 "' " 116 " ;1l00-,1200 to 16 " 16 OJ " '5 20 IOJ " 10~ 25 " 22 110 " .7 20 
.1200·,1300 II 18 l} Ii 51 " " 18 22 12 .. 20 H 20 108 23 ,; .. 
• 1300-.1400 to 16 " .. II II " 18 " .. " II .. 15 " 15 92 21 
~1400-.1500 , il 11 20 .. " 15 51 10 51 " " 15 '1 " " 10 
.1500-.1600 " " " 2J 20 .. " 18 .. 10 J8 15 11 • 25 II " }3 
.1600-,170 0 , " to " 20 • • 22 12 " }3 11 • 36 " i4 • .1700-,1800 16 16 

. , , 18 12 " .. .. 11 II • 20 10 " 10 
.1 800-.1900 , " 16 , 

" 15 22 12 21 " " }3 i, , 1; , 
~ 1.900-, 2000 , II 11 10 10 " 15 51 .. " 12 5 , 25 II • , 
. 2000-.2100 , , 20 .. • • , , 12 • , 15 • • , 
.2100-.2200 , , , , 22 12 12 • II • 10 , " 11 
,2200·.2300 , , 20 .. , 22 12 1; • 12 • 15 • , 
.2300-.2400 , , , , • , , , 5 5 15 • • • .2400-,2500 , , 30 " • • , , II • , 5 1; • !2500 •• 2600 , , , • • .. 10 , , , s " 10 
.2600-.2100 , , 20 .. • • , , • II 10 2S II ; , 
;2700-.280 0 , , 10 10 , 

" 12 , 5 , 15 • • • 
• .! 800-.290 0 , , 10 10 , , , 5 5 , 5 l ' • . 2900-,3000 , , , , , , , 15 • • • 

• aBe caption of F1g . 9 

TABLE 'II 

Tp{"eV) ~(fII) • b(f'lII·) R. a!b(flI) 

57 .4- 1.20 2 . 50 ! 0 . 213 3 . 16 ! 0 . 13 

79 .8 1. 02 1. 93 ! 0 .17 2 . 78 ! 0.12 

98 . J 0 . 92 2.04 ! 0 .17 2 .86!0 .1 2 

109.3 0 .87 2 .17 ! 0.17 2. 95 ! 0 . 12 

124 .1 0 . 82 I .&. ! 0 . 15 2. 71 ! 0 . 11 

137 . 7 0.78 1.79 ! 0.14 ,.68 ! 0 . 10 

l U; . 6 0 .75 1 .80 ! 0.14 ' .68 ! 0 .10 

158 . 8 0 . 72 1.67 ! 0 . 12 2. 58 ! 0 . 09 

170 . 5 0 . 70 1 . 67 ! 0 . 12 2. 58 ! 0.09 

• " h the .... lathe ii-nucleon at .... at _.elen«th . 
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